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As team ropers we’ve all been there - it’s incredibly frustrating to come up empty handed, and
even more so when we “don’t know what we don’t know.” I wrote Team Roping Tips to help you
get started on the right foot and shorten the learning curve if you’re new to team roping, or make
adjustments to reveal you and your horses greatest potential, even if you’re a seasoned pro.It’s
not being an action-taker alone that ensures our success. It’s taking targeted and intentional
actions to build solid fundamentals that will truly move the needle forward (and the clock back).
The specific steps for doing so include, but go well beyond roping and also require a never-
ending commitment to improving our horsemanship, as well as up-leveling our mental game and
the horse health care we offer. I've included short, easy-reading tips for all of the above in this
book.There’s more to team roping than team roping. I believe our passions come with a purpose,
which is to follow them in a way that leaves the world a better place because we did. I’ve been
blessed with a fulfilling and successful team roping career, and yet it’s just getting started. Team
Roping Tips is a contribution and collection highlighting some of the lessons I’ve learned so far. I
hope it makes a positive difference in your life and your roping. - Craig Smith

"It is quite an impressive book as it covers a good many issues relevant for players from the club
level through college level. ... It is a very good book—very clear, concise and easily readable and
I highly recommend it for everyone at all levels." - Nick Bollettieri, head coach of IMG
Academy"... it's not only the best doubles book ever written but the 'best doubles source out
there.' ... You will not be disappointed." - New York Tennis Magazine & Long Island Tennis
Magazine"A Herculean task ... The wonderful result is a gift for tennis players." - Inside Tennis
Magazine"Best Book of the Year." - United States Senior Mens' Tennis Association"From turning
the losing set into a championship point to improvising the game through the upper
psychological edge, this guide is a complete synthesis of everything a doubles tennis player
needs to know to win at the club and tournament levels." - Fox 40 News"I recommend it to all
doubles players. They will not be disappointed—and it will dramatically improve all players'
doubles games." - Mike Bryan, Bryan BrothersAbout the AuthorBob Allcorn is a retired expert
commercial litigation attorney and was requested by the country's largest legal book publishing
company to write a book on litigation strategy. After two years of research and writing, he
completed an 800+ page treatise in 2000. He has had a passion for tennis, especially doubles,
and has traveled with his wife all over the world taking doubles lessons—particularly related to
doubles tactics and strategies. He has read just about every book written on tennis to distill the
best tips and tactics from what he's learned into one book. --This text refers to the paperback
edition.
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Copyright © 2019 by Craig SmithPublished by CraigSmithTeamRoping.comAll rights
reserved. This book may not be reproduced or utilized in whole or in part by any means,
electronic, or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any information storage or
retrieval system, without written permission from the author.First edition.DisclaimerThis book is
for informational and educational purposes. All recommendations are made without guarantee
on the part of the author or publisher. The author and publisher shall have neither liability nor
responsibility to any person(s) or entity with respect to any loss or damage, caused or alleged to
be caused directly or indirectly as a result of the information contained in this book, or appearing
on the CraigSmithTeamRoping.com web site(s). While this book is as accurate as the author can
make it, there may be unintentional errors, omissions and inaccuracies.DedicationTo the
students of horsemanship and team roping,may your desire for growth inspire progressive
stepsthat will take you above & beyond your greatest goals.AcknowledgmentsTo my parents,
Steve & Dixie:Your support over the years has helped me follow my passion for team roping –
thank you! To my brother, Tyler:Thank you for always taking chances with me. I admire and
appreciate your contagious fearlessness and positivity.To my wife, Heather:Words cannot
describe and ‘thanks’ is never enough for the unending love, support, and inspiration you
provide.To my teachers:I’m grateful for your time and willingness to share your wisdom and
invest in others to make team roping better. To my horses:I appreciate everything you have and
continue to teach me, and for selflessly and consistently giving your best.
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Sharp PhotographyIntroductionThe October wind in Wyoming can be brutal. But that didn’t deter
my heeler and I from preparing for the biggest opportunity of our careers.With no indoor barn for
100 miles, our only option was a family up the road who had an outdoor arena and four big, fresh
roping steers. They agreed to exchange our manual labor around the ranch for the opportunity to
practice.Almost every evening, my partner and I would play out the scenario that would soon
shape our lives. I’d manually release each steer from horseback, then quickly organize my rope
and trail them in hot pursuit – imagining each steer was one of the same four we’d rope just
weeks later in the Shootout.Every time we brought them back down the alley, there was one
especially stubborn, but fast steer that was always last to load – my “short go” steer… and
repeatedly in practice, I’d miss him. It was frustrating, and a little nerve-racking to say the least.I
seemed to be roping everything else perfectly, except our “short go” steer.Finally the time came
for us to load our gear and horses and make the 1,200 mile trek to Oklahoma. We arrived early
and roped in just about everything we could enter. In hindsight, we didn’t have the horse power
for that. We did well, but at the end of the week we were exhausted.Then, the moment of truth
finally came. We had all three steers down penalty free and came back second high call in the
short go. The music started blaring, and the lights got brighter as the announcer’s voices
boomed across the sound system to build anticipation for the final round.As I was swinging my
rope in preparation to enter the box, I remember my horse – who was typically pretty reactive,
was just hanging his head. As incredibly life-changing as I knew that last steer could be, I was so
tired myself that I don’t remember nerves even being a factor.It was time to go on instinct – doing
what we’d done a million times, and see if all the miles, years, commitment, devotion and
practice would carry us through.I’ll never forget Reed Flake’s reminder of how fast we had to be,
to guarantee no less than second place.Although that final steer wasn’t particularly fast like the
one back home, I took a high percentage throw and cracked my loop on his horns a few strides
down the arena. My heeler was quick to take a shot and roped him deep around the belly.That
day my horse Gus helped me power through extreme exhaustion and any lingering doubt in my
ability to perform under pressure.Like the saying goes, “You never know how strong you are until
being strong is the only choice you have.”When our ropes came tight, it was official – we were
USTRC Reserve World Champions and had $30,000.00 more in our pockets than when we
arrived in Oklahoma City.Looking back, I’m proud to have been consistent enough to secure
second place, but it’s also an accomplishment that left me confident I could rise even
higher.Since then, I’ve elevated my horsemanship and held on to the same consistency in the
roping pen, but learned (and continually challenge myself) to be even more aggressive –
especially when the stakes are high.You have the ability to achieve more than you ever thought
possible as well, and I created this book to help you believe and realize it.You can look forward
to roping tips that apply to headers and heelers, plus tips to improve your horsemanship and the
horse health care you offer, including some that highlight the companies and products that help
us do that, as well as insights for building a stronger mental game.I hope you enjoy reading
Team Roping Tips, but mostly, it’s my hope that you’ll put the contents to good use. After all,



knowledge is only powerful when it’s applied.If you enjoy what you read, I invite you to follow my
journey as a husband, horseman and header at Craig Smith Team Roping on and , plus take
advantage of the free resources at as well as subscribe and listen to the on your favorite podcast
app.
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more than you ever thought possible as well, and I created this book to help you believe and
realize it.You can look forward to roping tips that apply to headers and heelers, plus tips to
improve your horsemanship and the horse health care you offer, including some that highlight
the companies and products that help us do that, as well as insights for building a stronger
mental game.I hope you enjoy reading Team Roping Tips, but mostly, it’s my hope that you’ll put
the contents to good use. After all, knowledge is only powerful when it’s applied.If you enjoy
what you read, I invite you to follow my journey as a husband, horseman and header at Craig
Smith Team Roping on and , plus take advantage of the free resources at as well as subscribe
and listen to the on your favorite podcast app.If you’d ever like to take your development as a
horseman and roper to yet another level and work with me personally, visit to learn about the
opportunities currently available to do that.SCORING FOR SUCCESSFirst things first! The
quality of our scoring in the roping box will influence the remainder of our run, either positively or
negatively. It’s important for our horse to be both mentally connected and responsive to our body
language rather than anticipating the start of the run by focusing only on the steer (or by focusing
on something else, or on being somewhere else entirely).I want my horse looking straight ahead
as I apply just enough feel on the reins that he understands we are getting ready to make a run. I
hold my left hand just above his neck and when I nod, I release the pressure which is my horse’s
cue to go. It’s faster to release this light tension, than it is to use our legs to ask a horse to go on
a loose rein.I want my horse all the way in the corner of the box standing up nice and square, but
not squatting or leaning. This tends to help our horses leave the box in a way that’s balanced,
quick and flat – allowing us to throw our rope even quicker.AWARENESS SUPPORTS
SOUNDNESSIt’s a good idea to palpate our horse’s back and feel their joints for heat or swelling
every time we ride or rope. This way if something changes, we’ll have an idea what caused it and
can address the problem while it’s still small. If something isn’t resolving with rest and therapy,
that’s when we want to get a professional involved.If we wait until a horse is lame before we
notice and take action, it can be difficult or time consuming to get things turned
around. Prevention is always better than a cure.Even with a saddle that fits well, some
occasional, minor back soreness is not unusual for rope horses, but we should work toward
resolving it. Back pain is something that can be caused by poor saddle fit, dietary imbalances, or
can even be secondary to hind end soreness or ulcers.  Some horses have chronic issues that
aren’t deal breakers, but should be closely monitored and supported. The key is knowing what’s
normal for your horse. If we were to ignore or overlook small signs pointing to a problem, and
continue using and competing on a horse despite them – that’s when they’re more likely to
become career-enders.There are no guarantees even when we’re diligent, but I always want to
be able to say “I did everything I could to support and protect my horse’s well-being.” Palpating
our horse’s back and feeling their joints every time we get them out is a good way to do that. The
few seconds it takes is a small price to pay in the big scheme of things. Consistent awareness is
a key to long-term soundness.HANDLING SLOW CATTLEHow often have you drawn the perfect
slow steer in the short go, only to have things turn out incredibly disappointing? Learning how to



take advantage of slower steers can be a real game-changer for your roping success.Slow cattle
generally tend to be a little heavier to pull and may drag more than other steers. As a header,
when I draw a slow steer I make sure my horse is positioned a little wider to the left so that when
I dally I have plenty of room to move away from the steer and can make a smoother corner for
my heeler.Also, when I rope a slow steer I’m going to ask my horse to move left a little earlier to
keep the momentum of the steer going forward. I don’t necessarily want to duck my horse out,
but I am also not going to set the steer by picking up his head as much as I would a faster
steer.This will help create a smooth corner and allow our heeler and their horse to work in a way
that’s similar to a faster run. In summary, keeping forward momentum is a primary key for turning
slow steers into fast cash.DO WHAT YOU CAN WITH WHAT YOU HAVEJJJ Rodeo
Photography“I went ahead and entered you for your second run with a kid from Colorado they
said heels really well for this weekend’s rodeo.”Those are the words I heard my college rodeo
coach tell me at our first spring rodeo of my freshman year.I met my partner only a few minutes
before we roped and things didn’t start off well. I missed our steer, and after the run we agreed
we would try one more time the following weekend.We ended up placing in four out of the six
spring rodeos and almost qualified to the CNFR our second year.Neither of our schools had
indoor barns, so the amount of practice we got each week was dictated by the weather, which
can be pretty brutal in Wyoming and Colorado.We lived six hours apart so we never got the
opportunity to practice together and over the course of our partnership we both had unexpected
injuries to our horses.Our circumstances weren’t ideal, but we always made a game plan and I
knew if I did my part, he would do his. Our preparation and communication with each other is
what really helped make us successful.Keep these two factors in mind when you’re faced with
challenging conditions, and you’ll be more likely to come out ahead despite of them as
well.JUMP AT OPPORTUNITIES FOR GROWTH
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us to recognize and take advantage of opportunities.They may show up in the form of advice
from a fellow roper, from having a good steer, or from someone letting you ride their horse.A
while back I had a friend invite me out to practice and offer to ride one of his head horses. Even
though I had a busy schedule, I jumped at the offer. The same night, a couple other ropers
switched horses and were able to watch their horse work with someone else, which can be
really eye-opening.It’s easy to get tunnel vision if we’re only riding one or two horses and
become stagnant in our roping and horsemanship. Getting on other horses is a great opportunity
to be exposed to how certain horses run, rate and handle cattle. It provides us different
perspectives that we can use to make adjustments to ourselves or to our own horses.There may
come a time when you need to have someone mount you at a rodeo or roping, and you want to
have the confidence & feel to pilot the horse and bring out the best in both of your
abilities.Jumping at opportunities to ‘jump ride’ now & then can certainly help us do
that.PURPOSEFUL PREPARATIONWe spend a lot of hours developing our horsemanship and
roping skills, but when you’re ready to enter – have you really done everything you could to
prepare? I always want the answer to that question to be a sincere “yes.”Do you video your
practice runs, then closely review them and develop an action plan with adjustments to make?
Do you consider and try to simulate the type of roping that the arena/cattle conditions will require
(large or small arena, short score or long, steer size/tendencies, etc.)? Have you prepared
yourself mentally? What does that entail for you?By taking these considerations and following
these steps in advance, then pausing a moment a few teams before you rope to visualize that
perfect run, you can create a scenario for competition that allows the repetitive skills you’ve
intentionally practiced all week (such as specifics of rope delivery, etc.) to become more second
nature. This allows us and our partners to build consistency, which leads to confidence and
ultimately, greater success.IF YOU VALUE IT, TAKE CARE OF ITWhen my best rope horse was
coming back from an injury, it was hard to stay on the sidelines. My first love is roping. I had to
acquire understanding & appreciation for the horsemanship and horse management details
required for sustainable success.Getting and keeping rope horses fit helps them stay sound,
reduces risk for injury, and helps them recover from the intensity of competition, which leads to
greater longevity.To conserve an older horse, I’ll usually haul to one roping per weekend while
keeping the maximum number of potential runs to 12 and no more. I try to practice once or twice
during the week, and include at least two to three exercise rides. Below is an example of how
they’re spent:5 Minutes Walking 4 Minutes Trotting Left 3 Minutes Loping Left 5 Minutes
Walking 4 Minutes Trotting Right 3 Minutes Loping Right 7 Minutes Walking Our older horses
will also get a month or two of vacation here & there, but I make a point to follow a consistent
program to keep them fit & firing. When we take care of things – whether it’s vehicles,
relationships or rope horses, they last.KEEPING YOUR HORN TIDYAs ropers we’ve all
experienced the rubber on our saddle horn getting burnt up – maybe from pulling a steer that’s a
dragger or from taking a hard hit as a heeler after roping a big, fresh steer. We don’t always give
much thought to the little frays of rubber that stick out or possibly even a couple of pieces



completely tearing in two. It’s not uncommon to just wrap a couple of new pieces on and keep
roping.For safety reasons I like to make sure I get a clean dally while minimizing the chance of
my rope (or fingers) getting wound up due to loose pieces of rubber. If I need to let go of my
rope, then I want to be able to release it and have it quickly come off the horn. I also keep the
rubber on the horn tidy to allow me to more easily adjust the handle on my steer if need be. I may
need to let the rope slide a little to keep a steer on his feet or if the situation requires me to take a
little speed away from a hard-running steer. In any situation I want to make sure I have control
over my dally and the steer.I often glue a piece of thick mule hide around my saddle horn before
I put any rubber on it to protect it in case I do burn through all the rubber in a run. I always wrap
my saddle horn as tight as I can stretch the rubber around it. Keep an eye on your saddle horn
and trim the frays off with a knife. If you’re having to trim an excessive amount of frays, it may be
time to rewrap the entire saddle horn.COMPLETE YOUR DALLY, and keep a cool headIt was my
first trailer roping and the stage was set. I was heeling at the time, and had roped all my steers
by two feet. I knew I had a good chance of winning. As my last steer jumped in my loop, I
remember dallying with the ol’ “jackpot shutoff” just to make sure he wasn’t getting away.After
dallying, I remember looking at the flagger and he was still holding the flag up. He didn’t see my
rope get pulled under the rubber on my saddle horn and he couldn’t see the full dally. I ended up
winning 3rd place.At the time, it was heartbreaking to be so close to such a big win. However,
after years of competing and doing some flagging myself, I understand now how difficult it can
be, and that there are also times when circumstances get tipped in our favor.I’ve also learned
that we should always be sure to hold our dally until the flag drops and make eye contact with
the flagger before we turn loose. Never assume you’ve been given the flag because you think
you’re faced and the ropes are tight. The flagger may have a different opinion.If you are ever on
the unfortunate end of what you think was a bad flag, keep in mind that flaggers are trying to do
the best job they can to make fair judgement calls. Even in situations that call for a dispute, we
can choose to not let it negatively affect our attitude, and carry ourselves professionally and with
good sportsmanship.TEACH AND REFINE LEG YIELDSDo you struggle with having consistent
position in a run? Or does your horse get seized up in the box? When we teach our horses to
yield from leg pressure, we create understanding in their mind and build confidence in their feet,
which leads to relaxation in their body.Here are some steps to do so:• Teach your horse to yield
to steady and rhythmic pressure on the ground first.• Block forward movement by positioning
your horse in front of a wall or fence.• Always start with light pressure – a horse will never
respond lighter than the pressure we first apply.• Be patient & particular without being critical.
‘Set it up and wait’ to teach, then reward the slightest try.• Gradually increase the pressure you
apply until you get the correct response, then release.• If your horse is not responding, stop & try
another approach – don’t let them be ‘too wrong for too long.’• If or when you start over,
remember to always start again with very light pressure.• In the teaching phase especially, be
sure when you get the response you want that you release instantly.• When training a horse to
move off your leg, start at a standstill. Once that’s good, move up to a walk, trot & lope.• As you



advance, ask your horse to yield their shoulder, rib or hip while traveling on a straight line or
circle.• If your horse already understands leg cues but is slow to respond, increase the rate
(speed) at which you increase pressure and release when you get the desired lightness.HAND /
REIN / ROPE POSITIONThere are several different ways ropers prefer to hold their reins and
coils. After trying several different variations myself, I’ve found one that I prefer – not only for high-
level communication, but for safety as well.It wasn’t until I was attending a roping school in
college that the instructor watched me weave the leather reins through my fingers, like a bull
rider would do after they pull their rope tight. He said, “Just grab a hold of the reins.” He then
demonstrated what he was trying to verbally communicate, but didn’t explain why I should do it
that way. As I sat there waiting for him to finish, I thought to myself “I’ll do it his way until I get
home, then I’ll go back to my way,” which I never did.
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Stacy K, “Great book!. Team Roping Tips is easy to read and offers so many valuable points to
consider for giving yourself and edge as a roper. There's honestly not a lot of top competitors
that know horsemanship and the sport well enough to describe WHY things happen the way
they do and how to correct issues. Craig not only has the understanding and ability to
communicate clearly, but he walks the walk as well. I can't recommend this book enough. Not
only is it full of sound advice for taking all aspects of your roping to another level - including
horse health, mental game, etc., but it's generally uplifting and something we could all use more
of in today's world. Taking action on the contents of this book can no doubt prove to be a game-
changer for any level team roper. I'm grateful the author went to the effort to put this resource
together for others to benefit from.”

Kim Kizzier, “GREAT BOOK for every roper of all levels who already team ropes or thinks they
want to team rope!!!. Team Roping Tips with Craig Smith has so much great information packed
into an easy to read and very inspiring little book! Wow, I enjoyed each and every page. Every
tiny and every huge aspect of team roping is covered in this book AND it kept me engaged with
Craig’s wonderful personal stories from his journey in Team Roping! Horsemanship and equine
care are put at foremost importance which really means a lot to me as an equine health
professional. Team Roping Tips is jam-packed with inspiration and encouragement and I truly
can’t think of anything Craig left out. Team ropers and team roping fans.....you’ll want this book in
your library as a constant resource!”

annette, “Easy to read & understand. Great practical horsemanship principles.. I give Team
Roping Tips with Craig Smith 5 stars. This book is easy to read & understand. I could actually go
out & apply what I read. Other books I have read have left me confused. I wanted practical useful
information & this book delivers. Craig's use of his own personal experiences really reinforces
that this guy knows what he's talking about. I appreciate that Craig discusses putting the
wellbeing of the horse first before winning & that the wellbeing of the horse directly correlates
with success. Love the quotes too. Very motivating & applicable to life in general, not just
horsemanship.”

Joey, “Great tips and lots of valuable information!. Whether your a team roping fan or a
competitive team roper, you will receive great advice and many excellent tips to help improve
your roping. Having been both a header and healer, Craig Smith has informative and easy to
follow tips gained from many years of competition and experience. I could relate to his style of
communication and I actually gained more insight the second time I read it. I highly recommend
Team Roping Tips!”

Marc Matlick, “Excellent Book! Very helpful advice and motivating!. An excellent book for entry



level ropers to season pros. A lot of great advice on often forgotten or overlooked items like
horse care, horsemanship, and of course team roping. Also some great quotes and advice to
live by not just in team roping but life in general!”

TJ, “Great book!. This book covers a wide variety of valuable information for team roping. I really
gained a lot of knowledge from the horsemanship and roping tips. This book covers all aspects
of team roping and is must own! The motivational images are also great! I would recommend
this book to all team ropers of any level!”

JR, “Great facts that will bring out the winner in you and your horse.. Fantastic compilation of
information to set you on the track to success!! Sometimes it takes that one never thought of
simple trick to solve a problem and get you back to being a winner again. Thank you for
sharing! I also love the care techniques for your horse to keep him/her at the top of their athletic
performance.”

Dixie P. Smith, “Good book with basics for all levels.. This book was really easy to read. Felt like
every page covered different topic so didn't get bored with reading. Loved the pictures and the
basic knowledge. Also liked the references to his actual experiences.”

The book by Bob Allcorn has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 18 people have provided feedback.
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